
Greetings Greg, 
 
Many ideas where thrown around last night at our discussion over the common house.  – most of which we 
decided we’d discuss at our charrette, but we decided to send a list of things that we considered to be our 
“minimum” wish list – or those things that we could all agree that we would like to realistically try and 
incorporate into the design.  
 
• A lounge area which is always accessible to us.  (big enough for 12-15 people) – A fireplace would be 

nice.  A place that would have a welcoming, cozy feel where we could either have small meetings or 
get together spontaneously – and definitely a place to gather in the winter. 

 
• Kitchen / dining area available on any given night 
 
• Kids area open to dining area / lounge always available (children would need to be seen, but not 

necessarily heard). 
 
• Adequate storage for bikes/boats/lawn mowers/snow blower/tools.  Wouldn’t necessarily have to be in 

common house – but we are concerned a shed the size of two parking spaces wouldn’t be large enough 
for our needs (could we possibly sacrifice more than 2 parking spaces to make a larger storage shed?).  
Could the basement of the common house be used for storage?  Could you build a ramp down to an 
entrance? 

 
• Commercial grade kitchen large enough for several people to prepare food at the same time. 
 
• Separate space for outside group meetings.  
 
• Small area where we can have a bulletin board / internal mailboxes (so we can get messages/notices 

out to everyone) 
 
• An outside patio where we could gather in the spring/summer/autumn (we liked that patio that outdoor 

patio you already have in your plans) 
 
 
In the course of the discussion this evening, several overarching questions were raised that we realized sort 
of precluded further consideration of common house design/usage until we understood the larger picture. 
 
• How accessible will the building be for us?  (will we all have keys?)  Could there ever be a scenario 

when we wouldn’t have access to the common house at a given time? 
 
• How much “ownership” would we have in the common house.  Obviously, MACLT would own the 

building, but how much say would our community have in decisions regarding design, usage, 
scheduling and oversight? 

 
• How would operating costs be covered? 
 
• Which decisions about the common house have been made already? 
 
Thanks – we look forward to our charrette and are committed to start assisting with the fund raising.  Please 
let us know how we can help. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


